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Picture a triangle ABC in the Euclidean plane, and the circles with centers

A,B, C and radii AB,BC, CA, respectively (Figure 1). These three circles

might whimsically be said to “walk around the perimeter” of the triangle, and

for this reason we call them periambic circles—peri suggesting “perimeter,” and

ambic from the Latin ambulare, to walk.

For brevity we refer to these circles as p-circles (p for “periambic,” of course),

but they are only half of the periambic family. A second set of periambic

circles, with centers A,B,C and radii AC,BA,CB, respectively, “walks” around

4ABC in the opposite direction (Figure 2). These we call q-circles. (The q

doesn’t stand for anything in particular, but we hope you will appreciate its

small mnemonic significance as a backwards p.)

In every triangle, the p- and q-circles give rise in pairs to twelve special lines,

many triples of which are concurrent in either ordinary or ideal points. Among

the ordinary points are the orthocenter and circumcenter of 4ABC, along with

eight others apparently not yet named in the literature. A rich geometric struc-

ture resides upon these ten points, and underlying much of it is a simple but
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Figure 1: The three p-circles of a triangle ABC.2



Figure 2: The three q-circles of a triangle ABC.3



little-known invariance property of three circles, two of which are concentric.

This article comprises an inventory of the basic parts of the “periambic constel-

lation,” a tour through some of its readily accessible features, and an invitation

to put your ruler, compass, geometry software, and imagination on the trail of

its deeper intricacies.

Assembling the parts

We begin with the obvious: If two circles intersect, they share a common chord,

and if they don’t, they don’t. Common chords of intersecting periambic circles

could be a vital part of what we’re about to do, but there are triangles in which

two periambic circles don’t intersect, and thus share no chord (we leave it to

you to determine how this can happen).1

Fortunately, there is a more general infinite line, called the radical axis (or

sometimes the radical line), that extends the properties of the common chord

to nonintersecting circles. Formally, the radical axis of two distinct circles is the

set of points having equal powers with respect to the circles, where the power of

a point P (with respect to a circle of radius r centered at O) is defined to be the

quantity (PO)2 − r2. It’s not hard to show that the radical axis of two circles

• is indeed a straight line,

• is perpendicular to the circles’ line of centers,

• includes the circles’ common chord if they intersect,

• is the line at infinity if the circles are concentric.

These and other properties of the radical axis may be found in most books on

modern Euclidean geometry, for instance [2] and [3]. By insisting that the two

circles be distinct, we exclude the case of identical concentric circles, for which

a radical axis is undefined. If S1 and S2 are distinct circles, we write 〈S1, S2〉
to indicate their radical axis; but note that every radical axis has two such

representations, since 〈S1, S2〉 = 〈S2, S1〉.
1If in 4ABC the shortest side measures less than half the longest side, the p-circle whose

radius is the short side will lie in the interior of the p-circle whose radius is the long side.
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To construct the radical axis of two non-intersecting circles, first draw an

arbitrary third circle that intersects both of them. Draw the common chords of

the two with the third; from the chords’ point of intersection, the line perpendic-

ular to the line of centers of the original pair is the radical axis. For the radical

axes associated with the periambic circles, it’s handy to use the circumcircle of

the triangle as the third circle in this construction.

The radical axis concept is not quite two hundred years old, having been

introduced in an 1813 paper by the French geometer Louis Gaultier. In the

same paper, Gaultier gave the name radical center to the point of concurrency

in the following result on the radical axes of three circles. (The result itself

seems not to have been original with Gaultier; it appears in a book by Lazare

Carnot from 1803, and was apparently known to Gaspard Monge around 1800.

See [1], p. 303, note 425.)

Theorem 1 (Radical Center Theorem). The radical axes of three distinct circles

are concurrent.

Proof. Let S1, S2, S3 be distinct circles, and let 〈S1, S2〉 and 〈S2, S3〉 intersect

at K. Then K has equal powers with respect to S1 and S2, and with respect to

S2 and S3. K therefore has equal powers with respect to S1 and S3, and thus

lies on 〈S1, S3〉. �

We’re now ready to describe some basic components of the periambic con-

stellation. 4ABC is given, and a, b, c are the sides opposite vertices A,B,C,

respectively. The positive direction on the triangle is the alphabetical one; that

is, AB, BC, and CA are positive lengths, while AC, CB, and BA are negative.

All geometric entities deriving exclusively from the p-circles we characterize as

being of gender p, in contrast to those of gender q deriving from the q-circles.

We label the p-circles SA, SB , SC , where each subscript indicates that circle’s

center; similarly, the q-circles are TA, TB , TC . Every radical axis is denoted by

a lowercase letter subscripted with a, b, or c, depending on the side of 4ABC

to which it is perpendicular. Thus, the radical axes of the p-circles, called the

p-lines of 4ABC, are defined by
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pa = 〈SB , SC〉

pb = 〈SC , SA〉

pc = 〈SA, SB〉.

Note that, for instance, pa ⊥ a because a radical axis is perpendicular to

the line of centers of its parent circles, which in this case is side a (= BC). The

q-lines are defined likewise as

qa = 〈TC , TB〉

qb = 〈TA, TC〉

qc = 〈TB , TA〉.

By the Radical Center Theorem, the p-lines are concurrent at the radical

center of the p-circles, and we label this point P . Similarly, the radical center

of the q-circles is Q.

While P derives strictly from the p-circles, and Q from the q-circles, there

are other radical axes, concurrent in groups of three, defined by pairs of circles

of opposite gender. For instance, the perpendicular bisectors of 4ABC are

ma = 〈SB , TC〉

mb = 〈SC , TA〉

mc = 〈SA, TB〉.

and the altitudes are

ha = 〈SC , TB〉

hb = 〈SA, TC〉

hc = 〈SB , TA〉.

The circumcenter O and orthocenter H are thus members of the constellation.

Together, P,Q,O, and H comprise the major periambic points of 4ABC.
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Figure 3:

Some patterns in the definitions and notation above can help keep all this

straight. For any radical axis, the centers of its parent circles are the two (capi-

talized) letters different from its subscript. Modulo the cyclic 3-letter alphabet,

and reading left to right, all the subscripts are in alphabetical order in the defi-

nition of each p-line and perpendicular bisector, and are in reverse alphabetical

order for each q-line and altitude.

One more group of points needs to be named before we proceed: the feet

of the twelve just-defined radical axes on their respective sides of 4ABC. The

foot of a radical axis is labeled with the name of the axis, but with a capital

rather than lowercase first letter. Thus Hc is the foot of altitude hc on side c,

and so on.

The dance of twelve feet, and the central parallelogram

What happens to the radical center of three circles if two (but not all) of them

are concentric? The radical axis of the concentric circles is the ideal line, and

the other two axes are parallel, being perpendicular to the line of centers, so the

radical center in this case is an ideal point. While it’s easy to be dismissive of

special cases that produce ideal elements, to focus on the ideal elements in this

configuration would be to overlook a pleasing invariance property of its ordinary

parts.

Lemma 1 (Constant-Distance Lemma). Let S1 and S2 be fixed concentric cir-

cles with center O1 and radii r1 and r2, respectively. Let S3 be a circle of

variable radius r3 and fixed center O3 6= O1. Then the distance between 〈S1, S3〉
and 〈S2, S3〉 is constant.

Proof. Let s1 = 〈S1, S3〉 and s2 = 〈S2, S3〉 meet O1O3 at F and G, re-

spectively. Let D and E be points on s1 and s2, respectively, such that DE

is parallel to O1O3 (Figure 1). At D and E, the “equal powers of a point”

definition of a radical axis generates the pair of equations
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(DO1)2 − r2
1 = (DO3)2 − r2

3

(EO1)2 − r2
2 = (EO3)2 − r2

3.

By the Pythagorean relation in triangles DO1F , EO1G, DFO3, and EGO3

these become

(O1F )2 + (FD)2 − r2
1 = (FO3)2 + (DF )2 − r2

3

(O1G)2 + (GE)2 − r2
2 = (EG)2 + (GO3)2 − r2

3.

Subtract the second equation from the first, cancel the identical quantities

(FD)2 and (GE)2, and rearrange to get

r2
2 − r2

1 = [(FO3)2 − (O1F )2] + [(O1G)2 − (GO3)2].

Now factor each difference of squares on the right, and simplify using FO3 +

O1F = O1G + GO3 = O1O3. It follows that

r2
2 − r2

1 = (O1O3)[(FO3 −GO3) + (O1G−O1F )]

= 2(O1O3)(FG).

FG, the directed distance from s1 to s2, is therefore equal to (r2
2−r2

1)/(2·O1O3),

a quantity composed of known constants. �

We pause here to consider how directed distances and the ordering of points

on a line affect the Constant-Distance Lemma. When applying the lemma, we

will always measure from O1 (the center of the concentric pair) to O3. Suppose

for the moment that O1O3 is positive. If r2 > r1, then the distance FG is

positive, which means that s2 lies between s1 and O3. But if r2 < r1, then FG

is negative, so s2 lies between O1 and s1.

The Constant-Distance Lemma has surely appeared before—probably ex-

pressed as a property of intersecting circles and common chords—but the au-

thor’s searches have thus far failed to find it. Whatever its vintage, the lemma

has immediate consequences for the twelve periambic radical axes.
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Proposition 1. On a given side of 4ABC, the directed distance from the p-line

to the altitude is equal to the directed distance from the perpendicular bisector

to the q-line. That is, for any x ∈ {a, b, c}, PxHx = MxQx.

Proof. Consider, for instance, the directed distances PaHa and MaQa. Think

of SB and TB as the fixed concentric circles S1 and S2, respectively, of the

constant-distance lemma, and let SC and TC represent two positionings of the

variable third circle S3. By the lemma, the distance between pa = 〈SB , SC〉 and

ha = 〈SC , TB〉 = 〈TC , SB〉 is (c2 − a2)/2a, which is also the distance between

ma = 〈SB , SC〉 and qa = 〈TB , TC〉 = 〈TC , TB〉. Thus PaHa = MaQa, and

similarly PbHb = MbQb and PcHc = McQc. (You might verify that the same

lengths for PaHa and MaQa are obtained by letting SC and TC be the concentric

circles and SB and TB the two instances of the third circle.) �

Here’s a puzzle to ponder: Why does the sequence of points P,H, Q,O always

proceed in that order in the same direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) as

the sequence of points A,B,C? You might get some clues to this question from

the next theorem, which concerns the ordering of the twelve feet around the

triangle’s perimeter.

Proposition 2. (a) For any X, Y ∈ {P,H, Q, M} with X 6= Y and XY 6= PQ,

XaYa ·XbYb ·XcYc = (b2 − a2)(c2 − b2)(a2 − c2)/8abc ≥ 0.

(b) For any X, Y, Z ∈ {P,H, Q,O} with X 6= Y , Y 6= Z, and XY 6= PQ 6=
Y Z,

XaYa

YaZa
· XbYb

YbZb
· XcYc

YcZc
= 1.

Sketch of proof. The theorem encapsulates many formulas whose proofs

resemble the following example. In part (a), let X = H and Y = Q. Ha and

Qa are the feet of ha = 〈SC , TB〉 and qa = 〈TC , TB〉, respectively. Apply the

Constant-Distance Lemma, where the concentric circles are SC and TC , with

radii r2 = b and r1 = a, and O1O3 = CB = −a, to obtain

HaQa =
b2 − a2

−2a
.
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Figure 4:

Similarly,

HbQb =
c2 − b2

−2b
and HcQc =

a2 − c2

−2c
,

and it follows that HaQa · HbQb · HcQc = (b2 − a2)(c2 − b2)(a2 − c2)/−8abc.

This quantity is positive because by the triangle inequality, one of the expres-

sions b2−a2, c2−b2, or a2−c2 is negative. Note that this analysis involves three

circles for each term of the product; the use of XY = PQ is disallowed because

the p-line and q- line for each side of the triangle require a total of four circles

(hmm, but so does XY = MH, so how come that works but PQ doesn’t? Still

working on it. . .)

Part (b) follows simply by forming quotients of appropriate results of part

(a). �

We’re now in a position to mention the most obvious feature of the major

periambic points.

Theorem 2. In any 4ABC, PHQO is a parallelogram.

Proof. Suppose qc meets hb at W , qb meets hc at X, pb meets mc at Y , and

pc meets mb at Z (Figure 4). The quadrilaterals QXHW and OZPY not only

have parallel corresponding sides, they are in fact congruent parallelograms,

because their projections onto sides b and c of 4ABC have equal lengths, by

Proposition 1. Thus the diagonals HQ and PO are congruent and parallel, and

PHQO is a parallelogram.

We call PHQO the central parallelogram of4ABC. It might seem that, with

all the groups of parallel lines running rampant in the periambic constellation,

the central parallelogram could hardly fail to appear. Try constructing four

random perpendiculars to each of the sides b and c of 4ABC, and identifying

the intersections as in Figure 4. You’ll quickly see that the equal separations of

radical axes, as described in Proposition 1, is what guarantees the existence of

the central parallelogram.
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Description Triple of Triple of Radical

circles radical axes center

3 p-circles {SA, SB , SC} {pc, pa, pb} P

2 p-circles, 1 q-circle {TA, SB , SC} {hc, pa,mb} Ap

{SA, TB , SC} {mc, ha, pb} Bp

{SA, SB , TC} {pc,ma, hb} Cp

1 p-circle, 2 q-circles {SA, TB , TC} {mc, qa, hb} Aq

{TA, SB , TC} {hc,ma, qb} Bq

{TA, TB , SC} {qc, ha,mb} Cq

3 q-circles {TA, TB , TC} {qc, qa, qb} Q

Table 1: The eight triples of periambic circles and their radical centers

The minor periambic points

We set geometric considerations aside now and take a brief detour into com-

binatorics. There are six periambic circles, and the Radical Center Theorem

says that any three of these have a radical center, but so far only two radical

centers—P and Q—have been defined in this way. How many radical cen-

ters result from applying the Radical Center Theorem to the six periambic

circles? Equivalently, how many triples of circles can be chosen from the set

{SA, SB , SC , TA, TB , TC}, where no circle may be chosen twice? Examples of

such triples are {SA, TB , SC} and {TA, TB , SC}. Note that arranging the ele-

ments of each triple with subscripts in alphabetical order makes the subscripts

redundant; for instance, the ordered but unsubscripted triple {S, T, T} corre-

sponds uniquely to {SA, TB , TC}. Thus, the number of triples of periambic

circles is the same as the number of 3-permutations of the two letters S and T ,

or 23. The eight triples of circles, the radical axes associated with them, and

the names of their radical centers are listed in Table 1.

The names for the radical centers other than P and Q have geometric signif-

icance, as we will see shortly; for now, note that in the six cases involving circles

of mixed gender, the radical center’s label matches the subscript of the circle of

minority gender, and the radical center’s subscript matches the majority gender.
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There’s more to the combinatorics story. The orthocenter is the point of

concurrency of three radical axes, each of whose parent circles are of opposite

gender, and the same is true of the circumcenter. Since they depend on all six

periambic circles, H and O are not the result of the Radical Center Theorem.

Are there other points determined by triples of pairs of periambic circles? We

might write such a thing as a triple of radical axes using the “angle brackets and

parent circles” notation: for instance, {〈SA, TB〉, 〈SB , TC〉, 〈SC , TA〉} represents

the triple of pairs of circles that define the circumcenter (each radical axis here

is a perpendicular bisector).

The good news is that there are six such points. The not-so-good news is

that H and O are the only ordinary points in the bunch—the rest are ideal. For

starters, if a triple of pairs of circles is to have concurrent radical axes, then all

the pairs must contain circles of opposite gender. All six circles can’t have the

same gender, because there are only three circles of either gender. We could

try using one pair of one gender, another pair of the opposite gender, and a

third pair of mixed gender, blah blah blah. The only remaining option is for

the members of every pair to have opposite gender. The enumeration of such

arrangements is made easier by letting SA, SB , and SC be the first member of

the first, second, and third pair, respectively. This (it would seem) reduces the

problem to counting the permutations of the three q-circles, which of course is

3! = 6. But there’s a catch: if in any pair of circles the subscripts match, then

that pair is concentric, and their radical axis is an ideal line. So for enumerating

ordinary points we must count, not the permutations of the q-circles, but their

derangements, which is 3!(1− 1/1!+ 1/2!− 1/3!) = 2. Of course, the two points

are H and O.

Using combinatorics and the Radical Center Theorem we’ve added six new

(ordinary) points to the periambic constellation: Ap, Bp, Cp, Aq, Bq, and Cq.

We call these the minor periambic points, but the richness they bring to the

structure is anything but minor; as our first piece of evidence for this claim, we

offer this tantalizing but as-yet-unproven result.

Conjecture 1. 4ApBpCp and 4AqBqCq are similar (but reversed in orienta-

tion) to 4ABC.
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There is overwhelming experimental evidence for this conjecture.

Proposition 3. 4ApBpCp and 4AqBqCq are congruent, and radially symmet-

ric around the midpoint of the Euler segment HO.

Proof.

Duality of the genders due to symmetry around the midpoint of the Euler

segment. From now on, results will be stated for constructs of gender p only;

they are automatically true for gender q.

Theorem 3. The points P,Ap, Bp, and Cp are concyclic.

Proof.

Theorem 4. The area of 4ApBpCp is one half the area of the central parallel-

ogram.

Proof.

Some more-advanced results

In this section we present (a couple–three?) theorems

Theorem 5. The centroids of 4ApBpCp and 4AqBqCq lie on and trisect PQ.

Proof.

The following result was discovered by Marty Getz.

Theorem 6. Let pa intersect SA at DA (on the same side of a as A) and

at EA. CDA meets SB at JB and CEA meets SB at KB. Then JB, P , and

KB are collinear. Considered as a statement about the ordered set of subscripts

{a,A, b,B}, the result is also true for the ordered sets of subscripts {b, B, c, C}
and {c, C, a,A}

Proof.

Generalization using isotomic points. Two points on the same side of a

triangle are isotomic if the segment between them is bisected by the midpoint

of the side.
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